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Future Technology
Even as global businesses step up the search for new and innovative ways to enhance
FOREWORD

their competitiveness and get ahead of the growth curve, a new generation of advanced
technologies – social, mobility, analytics and cloud – has taken the centre-stage,
promising to transform enterprises and help them do business better.
Enterprises that embrace these technologies would be able to seamlessly redesign their
business models, strategy, operations and processes to meet the new customer demands.
Enterprises are looking to get insights into customer preferences and behavior, which are
stakeholders – customers, suppliers, and employees – in a much more collaborative real

tion has thrown up new challenges on security, privacy, access and cost controls.
In keeping with these developments, this edition of WInsights directs attention on

I hope that you will derive great value from the articles presented in this edition, and I look
forward to your feedback and suggestions.

Puneet Chandra

See how cloud is becoming integral to corporate strategy
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Unleashing the
Power of Advanced
Technologies
disrupting established business models and reshaping customer
experience across industries. Working in concert, these advanced
technologies are eroding barriers to entry, lowering costs of transactions, and increasing speed-to-market. Fragmented user experiences
and greater continuity across customer touch-points and channels.

advanced technologies bring in this white paper produced by
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rupting existing business models, forcing organizations
to reinvent them and transform the way they serve their
to erode entry barriers across industries and shift comthat these technologies drive is often frenetic, driven by
the adoption of open source technologies that harness
the collective brain power of development communities
and through crowdsourcing.
gies working in concert, and often the biggest constraint
is the inability to think beyond the tried and tested; one
has to be willing to suspend one’s sense of disbelief to

strategies. In addition, Farooq manages an advanced
technology consulting group that advises clients on how
to harness the power of these advanced technologies.

(Impact)

n

– the more of these technologies you lever-

age, the greater the overall impact to your business.
-

management at Wharton, and Farooq explain how these

05

ous sensors in a car to diagnose potential problems, he

“ The real power of
these advanced technologies can be experienced
when you bring them
together ”

often, the parts required for these repairs are not readily

rectly to a mechanic of choice, automatically schedule
or suggest an appointment with a preferred repair shop,

Seamless, intuitive experiences:
newer technologies present a tremendous opportunity
to change that to a more seamless and intuitive experience. Over the last decade, advances in communication
ence across all channels; information from one channel,
like a physical store or customer service desk can seam-

to pre-order required parts based on the comprehensive diagnostic information that the sensors relay to
sensors, and analytics enable such timely communication and sharing of data across multiple parties involved
in the process.

It is important to recognize that by

working in the background, these technologies have elimcustomer.

discover unmet customer needs by understanding the
context (where your customers are, what their historical

about imminent problems, but will also make it possible
to optimize scheduled maintenance (location and time

through real-time analysis of information, and provide
customers targeted services they desire (rather than
inundating them with unnecessary promotions and ofinteraction enabled by these technologies make formal
learning or training irrelevant, notes Farooq.

windmill farms can be managed with minimal human
intervention because of these technologies working
together in the background – these self-modulated sensor controlled windmills can cope with high winds by
accelerating and decelerating, he adds. Packages with
intelligent sensors capable of two-way communication
will allow re-routing of packages during transit by repro-

need attention, such as a need for an oil change, or low

gramming destination information stored on the sensor.

the wheel, a time when it is least convenient to act on
ber to call a mechanic, explain the problem, arrange an

reduction in the cost of manufacturing them, and the
increasingly sophisticated sensor functionality that can

the mechanic hooks up his computer to probe the vari-
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in almost any industry.

and processing has become democratized, putting the
-

comes for marketing, manufacturing, supply chains and

tips of almost anyone with a great idea, the will to learn

sensors being used to monitor health information in real-

In fact, the availability of data mining tools help her and

can “provide a huge opportunity to learn about human
especially with the sources and the usability of the data
methods to com-

talented people with both the technology and business
expertise, she adds
Crowdsourcing: Notions of core or proprietary strengths
are also under attack from open source technologies.

privacy issues, she adds.
-

satellite data to predict drought in Ethiopia, call behavior
to detect telecom fraud, and social media to measure

cally become part of the constant innovation that will

ting increasingly standardized, compelling businesses to

-

limited periods of time, and get them to work in teams
for the bank, buyer and seller, inspection and credit

or individually.

rating agencies and real estate agents. Each works in a
documents.

tions, ranging from getting simple tasks done with an
army of workers to voting on elections, stock outcomes

parties in the loan origination process to work on a
its competitive advantage, says Farooq. For example,
the competitive advantage for a bank must stem from its
and other technologies lower transaction costs, forcing

smartphones and tablets is a classic
700,000 Android applications

businesses to rethink what activities they consider core

07

and funding work at the micropayment level in the
tions with respect to the quality of work generated and
measuring it, and managing a large and diverse set of
unskilled workers at scale, she adds.

Fresh View
from the Top
In order to extract the gains of advanced
technologies fully, top managements must
realign organizational goals and perfor-

-

mance metrics to break silos, embrace

formance.

collaboration and promote technology

Peer advocacy power:

integration. “When there is collaboration,

shift both in how technology is deployed
trust the businesses they deal with, and also want their

and how it will be used – the focus has
to shift from managing information and
technology infrastructure to enabling busi-

that builds its business model on those maxims. With
the permission of its clients, it validates and exposes the

that emphasizes intelligence, insights and

produced superior investment returns. Its investor clients could choose to mimic those model managers, who
would get a percentage share of the returns for the ser-

list, says Farooq. “Our greatest limitation

vice that they provide.

is our inability to imagine what is possible,

about their performance, and customers learn about the
quality of products and services from one another, says
-

he adds. “If you were to ask a kid on the
est way to get to the ground, he would

cacy. “Firms have the opportunity to craft and drive the
message that they want consumers to discuss online
consumers must be wary of shills, or fake reviews

responses to brands over time and by demographic
category.
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cause I have this magic suit that will take
me down in a manner that will not kill me.’

51%
a very high impact on strategic
decision making

RESEARCH REPORT

The Consumer
IT Revolution

describes the growing phenomenon of consumers - and consumer technology - driving
innovation in the corporate sector. Employees
are taking the experience and insight drawn
from their consumer use of hardware and
mobile applications from their personal lives
to their professional lives.

Predicting the Future Today
cal innovation was generated
by business, shared in the
work place, and brought

– are bringing insights and
experiences into the work
place, sharing pioneering
technology, and driving business innovation.

representatives from the UK,
data highlights the economic
power of mobile and social

business is witnessing a
traditional cycle of information technology. In what

paradigm shift, looking at the
productivity, and, in particular, exploring the future ben-

alter business models and
sectors – and assuring us of
The

employees – as consumers

and opportunity, to test ideas and innovate was limited.
of technology into our personal lives’.

and in the creation of new concepts.
-

sonal lives that is increasingly more advanced than the
technology they experience in the workplace. With the

tion technology is produced, applied and consumed.

ever-increasing accessibility of smart-phones, social

ing a positive and profound impact on standard of living, employee work life and collaboration, and corporate
behavior. It is changing the way business operates
and the role and expectations of stakeholders, both as
driving higher levels of productivity, increased business

more sophisticated, employees become more instrumental in driving an ever-greater level of innovation
-

satisfaction.
technology and operations point of view, as well as a

11

more strategic perspective. Part One considers the
-

two become increasingly integrated, the potential for in-

even greater.
-

For business this means greater access to stakeholders
and employees, stronger consumer relationships, and
-

(For more information, see,
Methodology)
presence at the stakeholder table.

ness, including greater innovation, lowered costs, stron– via smart phones and tablet devices – we can work
a way of working and the Internet platform that makes

ger customer relationships and increased productivity

Lowered Cost + Increased Innovation

this work possible – inside and outside the workplace.
-

FIG 1: WHAT IS THE COMMERCIAL VALUE OF C.IT BENEFITS
TO YOUR BUSINESS?

49%
46%
42%
38%
31%
29%
No commercial value

4%
3%
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FIG 2: WHAT IS DRIVING C.IT IN YOUR
COMPANY THE MOST?

combination of new technologies and new ways of working is unleashing positive competitive pressure into the
market – generating new products and supply chains – and
and in the production of consumer facing products and
allowing businesses to serve customers, vendors and

Stronger customer relationships
Personal mobile devices
Wireless Internet

the most impact on their own company, with almost two-

Others

relationships with their customers, reaching out to them
less reliant on employers for training, understanding and

on a variety of platforms and actively engaging them

access to technology.

-

laboration means companies can build stronger brands,

quired special training are being replaced with streamlined Internet technologies, greatly reducing the cost
methods of communicating with customers means big
greater knowledge of new technologies means greater

business opportunities.

innovation in the work place.

tools in their personal life that are more innovative and
4

employees and external consumers, who are customers

an increasingly sophisticated workforce is leading to the
only more streamlined processes, but also the production of new concepts and services.

4
5
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FIG 3: AS A RESULT OF C.IT, WHICH HAS THE MOST IMPACT
ON YOUR BUSINESS?

59%

Enhanced ability to meet customer needs

47%
46%
27%
19%

revolutionising the status quo, and transforming corpoon the business’.
opportunity to work, where the work is required to be

leaders that communication between their colleagues
-

6

bile
have better access to each other; resulting in “better
-

place allows employees to access corporate systems

and the business as a whole.

and data on the go, on the train to and from work, or
-

tomers, in terms of lowering prices, increasing customer

er situation...from a device or technology of their choice,

service, and giving them a greater stake in their own
economy. In particular, it “helps to maintain a balance

as opposed to them being buckled down on a seat in
-

6

ware and software, as well as new, more mobile prod-

FIG 3: WHAT WILL ACT AS THE BIGGEST RESTRAINT ON THE
POSITIVE IMPACT OF C.IT?

28%
23%
17%
13%
13%
5%
1%

Other

specialised products and an increase in the value of their
feedback on products and services.
teract with businesses and brands when and how they
want to means higher customer satisfaction and, as

-

through mobile devices and they feel secure about it,
a time they want to do it, their satisfaction is far higher
strikingly of all, our data shows that no business leadtion, the consumer is likely to see better service, more
“...If consumers get information and access to services
through mobile devices and they feel secure about it,

dimensional, with increases in productivity predicted to

a time they want to do it, their satisfaction is far higher
responsiveness.

allows greater accessibility and collaboration between
-

its own terms, and for building stronger collaborative
working.
Social Productivity
ogy that allows workers to build better relationships and
-

-

The increased use
of social, mobile and
cloud technology that
has resulted from
C.IT is also driving
up productivity by
increasing efficiency
and simplifying
administrative
procedures

tive procedures. Executives polled noted that employees

nizes social’s power for driving greater collaboration.
social technology is the proliferation of smartphone use
by employees – both in, and outside, the work place.

technology has always been part of their daily life – are

-

embrace the technological needs and likes of the young-

ers’ (those who actively use their smartphones to con-

er generation workers in order to harness their skills.

of workers using smartphones at work.

and engaged workforce, which can be a competitive
advantage.
back to their workday
is overwhelming that businesses will become more
already feeding through into the workplace, as well as
being a trend that will continue to grow stronger.

outcomes, ultimately demonstrating the value in early
-

investment both in structures and people.

-
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FIG 4: DOES YOUR COMPANY HAVE A BYOD
POLICY?
nology, ownership and security.

research shows, however, that there is a desire among
executives to know more about the concept and poten-

No, and not planning
No, but we are planning

their role will – and must – change in order to adapt and
leverage new technologies
-

into play when employees want to use their own devices
various divisions for client solutions.

(often more technologically advanced than those they
corporate services. While the use of employee owned
smartphones will reduce costs for businesses, legal

In keeping with innovation in other aspects of techWhile this is predictable, it “can hamper the positive insecurity stem from a “fear of the unknown and a lack
Often companies do

restrictions must be placed on the use and control of
content on personal devices. While noting that each
company must develop its own strategy to address this
with their employers “giving the company consent to take
control of some part of the device or all of the device and

not have tested technologies, nor do they have tested
systems that exist to secure their technology.

by using technologically advanced devices while also
protecting their content.

Consumerization of IT in numbers
more than 2 in 5

more than 50%

respondents name higher productivity as
the biggest impact on business as a result

named the ability to meet customer need
as the biggest impact on business as a

almost 3 in 5

1 in 5
respondents said that the lack of
restrain on the positive impact of this trend

leaders polled say that their companies don’t have a

gies to protect corporate data and intellectual property.
Conclusion

a policy that can be seen to pose challenges relating to

-

for business leaders it is less important whether it’s an
employee owned device or a company owned device,
what matters are the legal issues around access, par-

experiencing a higher quality of life through new tech-

ticularly ownership and the innovation it can facilitate
and inspire.
innovation, especially among younger workers. For
devices for most of their adult lives, “pushing them back

positive but unpredictable driver for profound changes
in the way we work and live our lives.

19

almost 73%

more than 50%

of respondents

respondents said that their companies put
in place advanced security standards as a

concern

2 in 5

over a third
of respondents said that their company
planning to adopt one

implication than higher rates of collaboration, innovation

Methodology:

the market work better.
owned and publicly listed, with operations in more than one country

talism – with a corresponding positive impact upon

stakeholder relationships – and demonstrate a greater commitment to society – the rise of mobile has the
potential to deliver positive commercial and social
outcomes.

90% of
organizations
will support business applications on
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KR Sanjiv

EXPERT OPINION

Big Value
in Big Data

of shrinking resources, the one plentiful thing we have – data – is
threatening to smother many

In my interactions with global businesses, I get the feeladditional business, result in new products, help address
new markets, or ensure we stay ahead of competition?

think they need to tap fresh or additional data sources

surprisingly – and pleasantly – simple.

23

Driving
machine
data insights

Improving
customer
insights

degree view of the customer,
driving extreme personalization;
groups of customers; improve
brand loyalty; and drive consump-

device data can help
prevent failures and save
precious dollars from
reduced downtimes

campaigns

Instead of more data, what could be missing are factors
the case of a manufacturer of heavy mining equipment.
their customers are happy.
In this instance, the quantity of data did go up substanthat would have been a simple service to devise; it would
have more or less meant that the manufacturer divide the
cost of the equipment and maintenance by the expected

augmentation, cleansing and analysis to action. We were

average lifetime of the equipment. Using this method,

not trying to bridge a gap in understanding what was

have had to bring a vast amount of backup equipment to

on equipment performance was always there for the
asking. It could have been accessed as a historic data

the cost of the service, making it unviable. Not anymore.
vice for the customer by monitoring assets in real time,

dump anytime. Instead, we had to turn to real time management of the data as well as the analytics.
-

predicting failure and ensuring the equipment is servalue that can be mined from data. Only then should they
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Preventing
fraud

Reducing
cost of IT

storage based on the
type and importance of

Fraud prevention by
correlating data from
multiple sources like

embark on how to explore data to extract that value.
requires an adept team. It needs appliances to handle

Size of digital universe 2011

and massage the data. In-memory computing, pattern

1.8 zettabytes

hubs and the ability to harness data in motion are the

Predicted growth 2009-2020
through the chaos of numbers, the people, the pitfalls

35 zettabytes/yr

-

because it lets you look for quality rather than get lost in
quantity.

25

5-6% higher
into their operations show productivity rates
those of their peers.

RESEARCH REPORT

launched a website that aimed to upend the traditional
way of selling consumer goods, starting with books but
azon.com went on to disrupt the way people typically

The Data
Directive:
Report
Summary

shop and the book publishing industry itself, en route

but today, the myriad forms of data emerging from an
Internet-enabled digital world promise to have an equally
dramatic impact.
to understand where, how and when to place its products to optimize sales, through to businesses like Uni-

while uncovering how much work remains to be done.
have been hard to miss in recent years. Indeed, speculation over the impact of all aspects of data, including

transformational power of data
have been hard to miss in recent
years. Indeed, speculation over
the impact of all aspects of
data, including what is called

a range of industries and functions, suggests that only
a tiny fraction are not currently prioritizing the collecincreasing amounts of data in the belief that it will be of
value to them.
data the core of their business models and that couldn’t

frequent and over-hyped that it
from the noise.

pete on their ability to uncover insights from informa-

27
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tion. Overall, a small core of businesses are genuinely

prioritising data-led initiatives or skills. For example, the

rethinking what data means for them, and how to organ-

survey shows that while both the manufacturing sector
and the retail and consumer goods sector collect large
volumes of data, they more often admit to not consis-

evidence that corporate leaders are systematically using

tently maximising use of this resource than their peers

data to strategically transform their companies or business models.

barring some exceptions, these sectors routinely collect
information less often; and when they do, they analyse

The organizational data leaders
nies do not seek to squirrel away for possible use, the
function that stands out as the single largest successful

it for insight less frequently. Not all of this is due to a
a leading data competency requires investment in both
technology and skills, which lower-margin sectors will

While marketing is currently the most immediately visible user of data, other functions in business are making

The data challenges

wide-ranging use of data to support myriad initiatives.
more data-centric is long, but leading it is the ability to determine which data are truly useful. In many
geographic expansion.
insights that no one else had spotted.
ond, more important point that stands out, and which
an easy task for companies to take advantage of them.
use of data today often centres on optimising existing
processes and tactics, rather than driving genuine

signal from the noise; immature tools; limited skills and

strategic transformation.

expertise in this domain; the challenges of dealing with

Data-driven industries

the dawn of the Internet era.

companies in nearly any industry, it is also obvious that
some sectors have embraced data more rapidly than
the transformational power of data for their business,
although this group also admits to being humble about
the learning curve ahead.
of data. Overall, these three sectors are the most likely to
value of data and report it as an asset in their balance
or are marshalling resources toward this.

sheets.

29

Key Findings
between earnings growth and

ment, machine-generated data

correlation does not suggest
shapes and sizes are now
collecting more information than
ever before.
past three years, as compared to

uses for data, but so far data has
proved most valuable for marketing leaders. From better ways to
segment the customer base, to
rethinking the ideal product mix
in a retail store, marketing leadfor their data to help improve
how they market their company’s
wares.

technology companies, and pro-

data is high, but companies still
struggle to extract strategically
useful insights.
ters most is the top challenge for

which data matters most, amidst
the data stockpiling now under
way, is what tops the list of
barriers.

to be best at extracting insights
from data are not necessarily

prepared for the data age.

have yet to uncover any datafuelled strategic transformation
within their business, with most
sation.

ever-growing range of data and
expect data gathering to continue to expand rapidly.
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those companies best at extracting strategic insights from data.

You can download the full report
at
-

32% of chief

streams or markets or business models

Economist Intelligence Unit report

Sangita Singh

EXPERT OPINION

Integrated
Analytics: The
Healthcare
Pharmaceutical companies face expiring
patents on blockbuster drugs and attack
from cheaper generics; medical device
makers need to lower costs and innovate
for emerging markets; hospitals are
struggling to contain overhead and care
for the uninsured and insurers must
provide near-universal coverage.
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companies face expiring patents on blockbuster drugs
and attack from cheaper generics; medical device
makers need to lower costs and innovate for emerging
markets; hospitals are struggling to contain overhead
and care for the uninsured and insurers must provide
near-universal coverage. Under regulatory, political and
public scrutiny in the light of recent scandals involving drug recalls, inaccurate regulatory reporting and
concerns over the pricing of drugs, how to provide costis a question every stakeholder in the global healthcare
industry is asking.
While each player is each facing a unique issue, inte-

combined with claims and cost data, pharmaceutical
research and development data, and patient behavcare requires predictive analytics and modeling, where
historical data is used to identify risks and opportunibetween the traditionally separate positioning of those that
provide care and those that pay for it.
payers and real time clinical data from providers to

maceutical companies make wiser decisions on which
products they should sell where, when and at what price
-

platforms where data sit on remote servers, accessible
to multiple users, connecting hospitals, physicians and
deliver better care and create intuitive reimbursement
models based on outcomes.

to understand which treatments give the best value for
money. Philips is experimenting with remote patient

and harmonize this information from multiple stakehold-

monitoring where its devices are linked with patients

ers will be the key to success.

who are connected with paramedics and doctors at its
From the above instances, it is evident that players are

the opportunities that open up when clinical data is

33

lifestyle changes can help save the health

Associate Professor in the Strategy
Unit at Harvard Business School

Social
Strategies

new people and to strengthen existing relationships.

connect.

Fee-based dating websites, which collectively grossed
for an estimated one in six new marriages. Facebook,

Numbers like those attract traditional companies,
-

industries ranging from manufacturing to consumer
into online social realms. What the poorly performing
companies shared was that they merely imported their
digital strategies into social environments by broadcasting commercial messages or seeking customer

35

their main goal on the platforms is to connect with othunderstand. Imagine sitting at a dinner table with friends

your friends’ conversation over corporate advances.

devised social strategies that help people create or

People’s main goal
on social platforms
is to connect with
other people — not
companies.
(see
the table) “Four Ways to Pursue Social Strategies”

consistent with users’ expectations and behavior on soI introduce you to someone or help you develop better

ships

(See
en relationships

the exhibit “Digital Strategy vs. Social Strategy.”)

to characterize them in a simple statement with three

web content, and selling the company’s products or services.

a three-year-old company whose free social games,
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Idea in Brief

import their digital strategies

this arena adopt a social

have all three components.

commercial messages and
feedback opportunities
are not what customers

costs or increases custom-

bit, through helping people
with the social challenges of
connecting and interacting
with friends and strangers.

to connect with people, not
companies.

they do free work on the company’s behalf.

helping people establish or

Facebook environment and have attracted more than

of the players reported that the games helped them
connect with family and current friends; another third
said games facilitated connections with old friends; and

access the demographic data of players and lists of their

-

tual plot, cultivate the land, harvest crops, and sell them

children told me, “When I am done with work and kids,
I want to reach out to my friends, but it’s too late to call.
-

buy more seeds, build businesses, or expand the city.
limits on the number of plots or businesses they can

Others consider posting a game-status update on Faceplayer said, “I am not going to post on Facebook that I
had a bad day, but I might mention something about it,

they can enlist friends, via Facebook status updates
return the favor by sending virtual gifts to friends and
by visiting their plots.
to re-establish and maintain contact with friends, play-

37

Business and pleasure
ently social products, devising their social strategies is

to the game.

ent sectors are developing social strategies as well.

names a gift recipient, either directly or by picking the

million visitors a month, attests to the usefulness of the
cantly accounts for that quality.

an invitation to other contributors by posting a request

tors can contribute and write a note to the recipient.

strengthens relationships with the recipient but also can

continue to produce reviews, as the elite status is re-

update, I would never know about the farewell gift for

for nearly two years, whereas otherwise identical non

sign up for new PayPal accounts, and a third return to
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revenues say they wanted to learn from other owners.
todex, small business owners must obtain or continue

challenges of meeting people for professional purposplatform users’ net promoter scores (a gauge of their
OPEN credit cards, which target small business owners.
Initially, the company hosted conferences focused on
small business management for card members and then

maintain their card membership.

launched an online platform, called OPEN Forum, to
I have observed many companies seek to build social

attracting more than a million visitors a month.
ing with one another through the content and launched

paid less attention to customers’ unmet social needs.

the company. In contrast, companies with successful

nectodex, as small businesses with which they interact

social needs and then connected the proposed soluing unmet social needs is often hard, I recommend that

39

strangers, reconnecting with friends, and interacting
with friends.

Social strategy
digital one is in tapping into how people really want to

assembled an eight-person team that included members
-

strategy-development process in which team members
devised at least one strategy for each of the four types of

Digital Strategy
helps broadcast commercial messages
and seek customer
feedback in order to
facilitate marketing
and sell goods and
services

social challenges that card members may face. In each
case, the goal was to increase card-member spending
or retention, or acquire new customers, in exchange for
solutions to those challenges. Each of the four social
reduced costs or increased customers’ willingness to
pay by helping people establish or strengthen relationships if they did free work on the company’s behalf.
Social challenge A:
and friends outside a core group can be awkward.
Social strategy A:
would give cardholders an excuse to reconnect by invit-

Social Strategy
helps people improve
existing relationships
or build new ones if
they do free work on
the company’s behalf

ing others who already had the card or who had agreed
together at the same retailer at the same time would
yield additional reward points.
Social challenge B: People need help interacting with
acquaintances and friends outside a core group.
Social strategy B:

-

purchases or purchase locations (only if they had opted

purchase history, resulting in well-targeted recommendations for friends.
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Social challenge C: Finding strangers with whom you

research revealed that although networking groups are

have something in common isn’t easy.

plentiful, invitation-only events for executive women that

Social strategy C:
-

-

ers travel frequently and have few opportunities to so-

revealed a substantial appetite for shopping with friends.
to convene these cardholders when they traveled.
Social challenge D:

-

use a program that, by making gift recommendations
purchase preferences to others. For that reason, the

them.
Social strategy D:

Social solution test:

appetite for information about child care products, but
leadership in an exclusive segment and its superior remoms to access a dedicated social platform, search for
other card holding moms who had bought a particular

ferred a hard-to-replicate advantage for the executive-

product, and connect to them. Only moms who made
themselves searchable and continued to make purchases with the card would be allowed to search.

strategy continued to look promising, primarily because

Theory into practice

moms strategy didn’t fare as well in this analysis because

people create or improve relationships, the team evalu-

create a service that competitors couldn’t readily repli-

ated them using three tests.
Social utility test: Will the strategy help customers
solve a social challenge they can’t easily address on
People doing such analyses often assume that if they

Business value test: Will the social solution directly

don’t personally experience a given social challenge,
-

strategy directly lower costs or increase willingness to
survived stumbled here because of the small size of

executive-women, and moms strategies passed the
test’s requirement to address an important, unmet social

reducing defection among this small but dispropor-

-

bottom-line impact, the team determined that it was not
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First think through how to
address customers’ unmet social needs;
then connect the proposed
solutions to business goals
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Yelp
acquires valuable
content by helping
people meet if they
write reviews

American
Express
helps professionals to
meet others like them
if they maintain their
card membership

have successfully implemented their social strate-

Zynga
helps friends stay in
touch if they recruit
new players and retain
existing ones maintain
their card membership

allows people to
strengthen friendships
through gift giving if
they ask friends to buy

costs or increases customers’ willingness to pay by
helping people establish
or strengthen relationships
if they do free work on the
company’s behalf.

activities intended to improve relationships were directly
-

metropolitan area to receive a pilot Facebook shopchecked out the application; half of that subgroup

allowed people to connect only if they posted status
updates advertising the product. Indeed, the shop-withfriends strategy tightly aligned social and economic ben-

credit card number for validation and then were
quently, they were prompted to post a Facebook status

-

update announcing when they would like to shop and

comes a new card member, makes a purchase with the

informing others that all involved would receive

free, by a card member roughly halves customer-acquisition costs, the team calculated that the strategy had
best on all three tests, the team chose it as the one to
pilot.
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When friends clicked on the update, they were returned
to the application, where they could sign up for an

who had signed up posted a status update, of whom
three-quarters received at least one response (some

of invitations to shop together resulted in purchases.

changing corporate priorities and increased focus on
the exclusive cards, the executive team also asked
important, the company established a permanent sowith developing and testing new social strategies.
meet their economic rather than their social needs,
creating social strategies will require fundamental
changes in the way companies approach strategy

out how to appropriate their value and create true social
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We are witnessing a consumer led IT revolution. Find
out how it challenges organizations to relook at existing
business practices and continuously reinvent themselves.

Imagination is
Enterprises are leveraging advanced technologies to discover
unimagined ways to connect with consumers, producers and
employees operating in a highly networked, hyperconnected world

teleconferences with a math teacher in India at a mu-

patients in the remote location. Using advanced remote

tually convenient time to clear doubts raised by fellow

technologies, doctors are able to personalize drugs for
support where needed, and even grow new cells for the

has made it possible for these students to engage in extreme teamwork and experiential activities.

-

ro video conferences with a local health provider located
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delivery systems.

as customers, and deliver to them customized microobtain real-time insights on how their goods move
wave of mobile banking that will eventually spread out to

tory levels and respond dynamically to market trends.

metros, cities and towns around the world.

Using advanced

everything from communication to entertainment and

customer insights that serve as actionable inputs for de-

medicine to convenience. Enterprises – big and small are

veloping winning products, solutions and services. For

constantly in search of new technologies and practices
that enable them to deliver high quality products and

a variety of patient data and analytics to develop and

services to consumers, on time, at competitive costs.

test drugs and to improve healthcare delivery systems.

ment, customers also expect enterprises to adopt green
ture.

enterprises to cater to markets across geographies without having to establish a large physical presence in all
e-commerce route to connect with consumers world-

enterprises that had the wherewithal to buy advanced

business, as well as assess consumer expectations and
behavior more closely.
-

deciding upon the infrastructure that should support their

specialist vendors. Following from this, more enterprises

port for their initiatives, or to meet demand for services

infrastructure services instead of making huge capital
market in the shortest possible time.
Superior customer experience: Enterprises are
using advanced technologies like mobility and social
get the customer experience right, companies should
Real-time data collection:

-

tion on parameters like the speed of cars which serves
as an input for claims settlement in the event of an
-

antnerd has created a unique social network called WikiNerdia that encourages social buyers to share their experiences with potential customers who are researching
on the company website, and also address their
queries.
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storage and network elements that support the analytics

economically. It should also guarantee foolproof data
security.
Ubiquitous connectivity through mobility is
helping organizations do business anytime, anywhere.
lion smart mobile devices will be sold, two-thirds of the
tions and how they are delivered. Users will increasingly
expect personalized and context-award experiences
downloaded each year.
Higher productivity:
will be occasionally connected. It will soon cost more not
against data loss and infringement of data secrecy. New

to monitor devices than to monitor them.
Social technologies:

-

work anywhere, anytime using their personal devices.
-

is transitioning from being on the outside of business to
being the core of business management, changing orga-

Advanced technologies: shaping future IT infrastruc-

to communities of interest.

ture
In this era of hyper-connectivity, extreme collaboration
four key pillars – analytics, mobility, social technology

data is important for understanding and reaching customers, and even employees.
Cloud technologies
ensures its ubiquity. It enables delivery of information

Analytics: Enterprises that adopt analytics to leverage
an exponentially increasing volume, velocity and variety
of data to identify current and future market behavior
would have to make the right choice of computational,
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infrastructure services are looming large.

dered as private cloud solutions meant for single clients.

IT infrastructure – for greater future-readiness
-

changing baselines and pay-what-you-use pricing mod-

ness of your enterprise, develop an integrated strategy

els. Nonetheless, most infrastructure providers have
to customers for their cloud-readiness and cloud integration and assessments.

infrastructure for your enterprise, you would do well to
look at the future needs of your business and draw a

infrastructure managed services including public cloud

plan to embrace advance technologies – such as social
media, mobility, and cloud initiatives – that drive positive

infrastructure management and cloud solutions are still

business change.

largely separate, they are converging rapidly.
standardized platform that can support open or indus-

Innovation & disruption

try accepted norms. Niche applications and services will

will increasingly combine to revolutionize business and
society, disrupt old business models and create new

also enable convergence and consolidation.
tions and the cloud will provide a robust platform for ad-

a customer into a retail store at one moment, and redimoment, because of a friend’s recommendation on
Facebook.

vanced capabilities and next-generation services.
day, it is the smartphone and tab that is revolutionizing
goggles. Embrace these technologies, learn from them

these technologies to keep their salespeople perenni-

working tools.
isn’t a replacement for human thinking, it can uncover

laptops.

patterns and point out emerging opportunities – whether
-

derived from a traditional database, social media stream

broadbase their digital services and create compelling

automate incident management, network-management
and provision services based on usage data captured,

tablets in the hands of consumers is facilitating this

analyzed.
systems and devices, the focus must be on data security
throughout its entire lifecycle.
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References

-

the future will be governed by shorter cycles, greater
markets, hyper-networking, extreme collaborations, and
gies like analytics, mobility, social and cloud are con-

-

stantly evolving to keep up with the emerging business
designed to help enterprises meet customer demands
ways. It is time to go back to the drawing board and
imagine the future of business.
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infrastructure-will-become-obsolete

Watch this video to know 300+ global CXOs’ views on how data
is driving corporate strategy - and what still lies ahead

D I P S T I C K S U RV E Y

Business Pulse

emerging economies for growth, leading to higher adoption
poll was taken by some of the world’s top business leaders.
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Q1. With Euro Zone countries facing high
fiscal deficits & low GDPs, how likely is
a Euro Zone Fallout (countries breaking
away from the Euro Zone)?

-

Not possible at all 6%
7%

Neutral 26%
34%

driving the region into an advanced state of depression

27%

tic that the break-up would not happen. Of the poll reQ2. Are the dominant players in Euro
Zone doing enough to help revive the 15+
EU nations that are going through recession?
3%

-

26%
37%

-

No 34%

-

believe that the lowered demand from crisis-ridden Europe – and perhaps other parts of the world, including

Q3. Can Asian economies assist in the
short term to compensate for the near
stagflation in the other economies?
1%

economies will come to the rescue.
economies to compensate in the short-term for the

21%

India and slowdown in
46%
32%

53

theless depending on the purchasing power of emerg-

Q4. Where do you see unemployment
rates heading by 2013-14?

ing and developing economies more than they are on
3%

global businesses will have to pay closer attention to
30%
36%

stand, penetrate and dominate; they are price sensitive
and driven by volumes, not margins. One predictable fall

No change 31%

out of this will be global businesses shopping for local
partners who have demonstrated success and depth of
experience.

Poll respondents didn’t appear to be unusually perturbed by the low growth rates forecasted for Europe (or

Q5. Do the high unemployment rates in
the US and reports of around 3.6 million
unfulfilled jobs point to a partnership
opportunity with countries that can
bridge the skills gap?

saw unemployment rates being positively impacted –

4%
No 18%

44%

34%

were impacting productivity could be sourced through
-

Q6. What is the single most important
lever that will drive business in the next
few years?
None of these 6%
Operating costs 12%
New products 15%

While solutions to global demand, talent supply and ful-

advancement 35%
32%

can technology make it easier for business to transition
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from markets they understand and have shaped over the
last century to markets that are economically, culturally

Q7. How much of an impact do you think
Predictive Analytics will have on
strategic decision making?

advancements would have a role to play in driving busithat customer experience was going to be equally pivot-

2%
Neutral 18%

51%

indicate that this may need to be applied more closely

Extremely high impact
29%

pound annual growth rate in the analytics market every

-

Q8. Accelerated cloud adoption is raising
security concerns. Are current regulations mature enough to prevent privacy
infringement?

sistent with the fact that markets across the world are
13%
18%

to decipher and the windows of opportunity are shrinkof understanding what their customers’ need, when they
need it and where they need it; how competition is alter-

No 41%
28%

ing the landscape; how regulatory changes can be leveraged to stay ahead of competition and how market
dynamics impact internal organization structures.
dress uncertainty, the focus on keeping costs predict-

Q9. What are the key attributes that
define today’s workforce?

evance will be cloud, enabling organizations to scale

%

mobile, tech savvy,
3%
-

around cloud however could be dampened by the lack
of regulations to securitize data and address privacy
that regulations to do with privacy management around

cial, global, connected
51%
ics- younger, diverse and
inclusive 24%
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compliance continues to be among the top security con-

Q10. What is that one key attribute
necessary for an organization to be
future ready?
nomic pressures 3%
Insights to pre-empt
3%

ensure that their cloud platforms are secure and futureready, going well beyond existing privacy requirements.

Flexibility to adapt to
changing business landscape 51%
to customer needs 33%

steer their organizations to become future ready. For
-

Q11. What steps are you taking to
differentiate your business and make
it more relevant for customers?
None of these 2%
ness models - social,
local, mobile 27%

keys to managing the complexity to maintain entirely
can accommodate these more complicated truths they

service development
based on customer
inputs 36%
analytics for better
customer experience
35%

that agility to respond faster to customer needs would

that they were creating business insights from analytics

consider cloud technologies after due deliberation on privacy
requirements, to keep costs under control so that they can
tion if they are to build a future-ready organization they must
agile and adaptable.
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S U M M A RY R E P O RT

The Future-Ready

tomorrow’s new era workforce
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ry, the world saw more change than

ting smaller, and brings with it a very
which took place on the eve of the

in the millennium that preceded it;

workplace.

and the highway to the future is littered with companies that failed to

its sights on two important changes

see what was coming (Kodak is one
increasing volumes of data that are
-

precipitating a massive shake-up of

pening faster than ever, a company

business priorities, as well as pro-

needs resilience and strategic agility

ducing, entirely new ways of doing

to succeed, and it will need to keep

business; and the new era work-

-

force – a workforce that is more mo-

rizon.

Panel: Sir Martin Sorrell,
TK Kurien,

-

bile, includes more women, is get-

59

-

Sir Martin Sorrell

some of the most eminent agencies in the business, provide clients with advertising,
branding and identity, healthcare communications, direct, interactive and internet market-
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-

mental in turning around the various businesses that he has spearheaded within Wipro
building global leadership for some of Wipro’s business units he led across the world.

headed its growth, establishing it as a dis

61

-

-

on history and strategy.

-
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“...in the tie-dyed
corner.”

the social anthropologists were a bit
scared of the data geeks – “they in-

struggle to unlock the meaning hid-

habited one corner of the university,

den in the big data they accumu-

and we inhabited the other – the
data revolution, how is it changing
launched the evening’s discussion

thing, she said, is that the data ex-

workforce demographics – and how

plosion of the last couple of years

should companies respond?

with a recollection that at university,
where she studied social science,

“it’s a bit like the
spaghetti at the
back of the
television set.”

the data geeks, but for the social

getting “people to play together
and to work together, leveraging all
companies are looking harder at uni-

-

ing more prominent as they have to
ness

has

since

the

changed

dramatically

martini-swilling

days

years ago. In response to the surge
in data and the application of new
technologies, the company has

deal with a tangled technological
-

and, unfortunately, “the better the

scribes as “a bit like the spaghetti at

people are, the more individualis-

their heart’s content at the front end.

clients want, of course, from their

force is made up of more software

service providers are the best minds
and the best talent, working collab-

engineers and greater proportion of
but increasingly, WPP’s business is
about the application of technology,
both within WPP, and, he said, in cli-

technological scientists than ever
before.
ily through acquisitions, the resulting organisational structure at WPP
inevitably looks very vertical, and
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“more knowledge
exists outside the
enterprise, now,
than exists
within it.”

ple to collaborate at the edge. When
the edge – that’s where we believe
and measures on which employees
ments that workforce demograph-

ness process outsourcing and prod-

ics are changing in response to new

among other things, on its ability

-

speedily they are able to execute a

to solve most big data problems

to understand the behavior from a

to handle ambiguity, and on how

chestrating these changes within its

uct engineering companies, said
that the technology already exists

now rises through the ranks based,

folks could actually handle ambiguwith technology backgrounds will
be an essential characteristic of the

ity well enough, as rated by their

future workforce, it isn’t an easy

Wipro’s employees are keen, these

have is how do we keep those arts

iours that will help them grow within

days, he said, to exhibit the behav-

background people within the company, which is made up predominantly of engineers, and how do we
company is, he says, “getting peo-

“we need to make
sure that our
companies have a
value set and a business methodology
that jives with the
value sets of young
people today.”

help them thrive?

ture-ready organisation needs to

radically changing the global work-

boomers are going to have to make
or engineers, and the other half are

very least learn to work with them,
and, if they can’t they’ll need to “get

said, “you need the right people, in
the right place, at the right time, with

the importance of diversity within

the right skills, the right value sets,
in senior roles, but being careful to
nurture, acknowledge and cham-

-

pion the technician’s creative side.

tems, among the world’s largest
defence contractors, focused his

of expectations around how, why,

“It is important in education, as

remarks on the changes that a fu-

where – and even when – to work, is

well, that we emphasize the design
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aspects as well as the pure ana-

–

novation and speed. “We get given

because people are getting killed.
stressed, pointing out that a compa-

design and engineering, and speed
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Financial Times Live, the global

organisations, is recognised inter-

conferences and events arm of

nationally for its authority, integrity

– helping clients create successful

and accuracy. Providing essential

and adaptive businesses.

gathers pre-eminent public and

news, comment, data and analysis

private sector decision-makers, vi-

for the global business community,

sionaries and strategists from the

services, a practitioner’s approach

world’s most important economies

to delivering innovation and an

and industries for a wide range of
interactive,

agenda-setting

pro-

for its comprehensive portfolio of

combined print and online aver-

organization-wide commitment to

grammes that combine the power of

-

on-site discussion and networking
broadcasting.

-

www.wipro.com

leading business newspaper, the

per has a global print circulation of

summits, conferences and strategic forums organised by Financial
tending either in person or remotely
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our time.
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If you would like to read more, please visit our website
regularly publish our viewpoints and perspectives that can
help companies sustain competitive advantage.
We would love to hear your thoughts and suggestions
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